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a b s t r a c t

Thermal management is a substantial challenge in high-power-density micro- and nanoelectronic de-
vices, and the thermal resistance at the interfaces in these devices is a major bottleneck to heat removal.
Graphene has emerged as a potential candidate for next generation nanoelectronic devices because of its
exceptional transport properties; however, the thermal interaction between graphene and other mate-
rials such as metals is not completely understood. Here we report thermal boundary conductance (TBC)
measurements at metal-graphene-metal (M-G-M) interfaces at room temperature using time-domain
thermoreflectance. The metals used in this study represent two classes based on the type of bonding
formed with graphene. Ti and Ni form chemisorbed interfaces (strong bonding) with graphene and high
TBC is expected while Au forms physisorbed interfaces (weak bonding). The measured TBC at M-G-M
interfaces showed little variation (~30 MW/m2-K) and was similar to metal-graphene-SiO2 interfaces,
contrary to high TBC predicted by previous simulation studies. X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy was
used to estimate thickness of the native oxide layer of bottom Ti (2.8 nm) and Ni (2.5 nm) layers. The
conductance of these thin native oxide layer was much greater than the overall TBC but prevented
formation of chemisorbed interfaces between graphene and metal for Ti and Ni cases leading to
significantly lower TBC and highlighting an important consideration for practical applications.

© 2018 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Graphene, a single-layer of sp2 bonded C atoms, has been
studied extensively since its fabrication was made practical by
mechanical exfoliation from highly-ordered pyrolytic graphite
(HOPG) [1]. It has attracted immense interest because of its
exceptional electrical and thermal transport properties such as high
intrinsic carrier mobility [2e5] and thermal conductivity [6e8]
making it a potential candidate for applications in next generation
nanoelectronic devices. While there is a plethora of literature on
electrical characterization of graphene in applications such as
graphene field-effect transistors (G-FETS) [9,10] and optoelectronic
devices [11,12], the thermal interaction between graphene and the
metals/insulators has received much less attention until recently.
Heat removal in short channel G-FETS may be limited by metal-
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graphene (M-G) interfaces [13,14] causing localized heating
which can have a detrimental effect on performance and reliability
of these devices. The thermal boundary conductance (TBC), or
Kapitza conductance [15,16], is typically used to quantify the
effectiveness of an interface at transporting thermal energy.
Fundamental understanding of thermal transport at these in-
terfaces is essential for the commercial application of these devices
[17].

The M-G interaction is a mixture of covalent, ionic, and van der
Waals interactions [18]. Metals have been categorized into two
groups, weak adsorption (physisorption) and strong adsorption
(chemisorption) [19e21], based on their interfacial interaction
strength with graphene. Interfaces between graphene and metals
such as Ni, Co, Cr, Pd, and Ti result in chemisorption, which perturbs
the electronic band structure of graphene due to hybridization of
graphene p-bands with metal d-bands. These are favored over
metals such as Cu, Al, Ag, Ir, Au, and Pt which result in phys-
isorption. At physisorbed interfaces, the graphene electronic band
structure is preserved; however, significant charge transfer may
occur from metal to graphene, or vice versa, depending on the
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Nomenclature

d layer thickness (nm)
D thermal diffusivity (m2/s)
f modulation frequency (MHz)
k thermal conductivity (W/m-K)
L thermal penetration depth (m)
LK Kapitza length (m)
L0 Lorenz number (WU/K2)
TBC thermal boundary conductance (MW/m2-K)
Vin=Vout ratio of in-phase to out-of-phase signal of the lock-

in amplifier
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differences inwork function causing a shift in graphene Fermi level
and the formation of an interface dipole layer. The graphene be-
comes n-type (Cu, Al, Ag, Ni, Co, Pd, Ti) or p-type (Au, Pt) doped
depending on the selection of metal contacts and can be used to
create p-n junctions [22,23]. However, the thermal transport at the
M-G interface has been attributed to phonons [24e26]. The M-G
interaction has also been shown to affect the phonon dispersion of
graphene [27e31], with more pronounced changes for chem-
isorbed interfaces (Ni, Ti) compared to physisorbed (Au, Cu, Pt).
Allard and Wirtz [29] used density functional theory (DFT) to show
that adsorption of graphene on Ni led to softening of longitudinal,
transverse, and out-of-plane optical (LO, TO, and ZO) modes and a
gap opening between branches for out-of-plane optic and acoustic
(ZO and ZA) modes at the K point of the Brillouin zone indicating
the graphene had adsorbed onto the Ni substrate. Mode softening
of LO, TO, and ZO modes and the gap opening between ZO and ZA
modes at the K point was observed experimentally using high-
resolution electron-energy loss spectroscopy (HREELS) confirming
the change in phonon properties of graphene due to the in-
teractions with metals [27,32].

Previous studies have shown that M-G-M sandwiched structure
may enhance the M-G interface interaction. Gong et al. [33] varied
the top and bottom metals in an effort to improve the interface
interaction between graphene and physisorbed metals. The result
was increased binding energy at Cu-, Ag-, Ir-, Au-, and Pt-G in-
terfaces, which was attributed to different interface dipoles being
formed at the top and bottom M-G interfaces. Franklin et al. [34],
using 25 nm Pd-5 nm Ti as the bottom metal and 30 nm Au-30 nm
Pd-0.5 nm Ti as the top metal, showed a reduction in electrical
contact resistance (~40%). This was attributed to enhanced M-G
coupling and higher graphene doping. Liang et al. [31] using DFT,
showed a significant change in the phonon DOSs of single-layer
graphene (SLG) sandwiched between Ti layers, which was attrib-
uted to strong interactions of SLG with Ti (chemisorbed) compared
to Cu and Au (physiorbed). This resulted in much higher TBC,
calculated using DFT along with the atomistic Green's function
(AGF) method, at Ti-SLG-Ti interface compared to Au-SLG-Au and
Cu-SLG-Cu interfaces. Mao et al. [35] also showed increased TBC at
chemisorbed Ni-SLG interface compared to physisorbed Au- and
Cu-SLG using first-principles calculations. To date there has been no
experimental evidence as to whether certain metals can enhance
the TBC based on their interactions with graphene.

Time domain thermoreflectance (TDTR) has become a popular
technique for measuring thermal conductivity and TBC in thin films
and substrates. TDTR has also been used to measure TBC at M-
HOPG [36,37], M-G-SiO2 [24,38e42], and M-G-M interfaces
[25,26,43,44]. Schmidt et al. [36] reported the TBC at Ti-HOPG
interface to be three to four times higher than Au-HOPG interface
and two to three times higher than Al-HOPG interface, indicating
that chemisorbed interfaces can have much higher TBC. The in-
clusion of a 5 nm Ti adhesion increased TBC at Al-HOPG interface to
values comparable to Ti-HOPG interface. Gengler et al. [37]
measured TBC at several M-HOPG interfaces and found TBC
increased with metal Debye temperature up to ~400 K and
remained constant at ~60 MW/m2-K above 400 K. The M-HOPG
studies are insufficient to completely explain the M-G interaction
since HOPG is essentially successive graphene layers bonded by van
der Waals forces, while isolated graphene must be supported by
materials (e.g., SiO2, metals) with very different vibrational prop-
erties, interface structure, and chemical interaction (if any).

Koh et al. [24] reported the TBC at Au-G-SiO2 (2 nm Ti adhesion
layer) interface to be 20e30 MW/m2-K at room temperature (RT)
for 1e10 graphene layers. In the same study, TBC was found to
depend weakly on temperature above 100 K suggesting the domi-
nant heat carriers across this interface were acoustic phonons.
Hopkins et al. [38] investigated chemically functionalized graphene
with oxygen using O2 plasma in an Al-G-SiO2 structure [6], and TBC
was increased from 30 to 40 MW/m2-K at RT demonstrating that
interfacial bonding plays important role in heat transport across
this interface [45]. Foley et al. [40] and Walton et al. [41] also
studied the effects of plasma-functionalization of graphene. Foley
et al. [40] also observed no enhancement in TBC or electrical con-
tact conductance at Au-G-SiO2 interface with and without a Ti
adhesion layer. The authors attributed this to this limited surface
reactivity of the graphene surface, however, this effect was not
investigated for additional metals such as Ni or even Cr. Yang et al.
[39] used frequency-domain thermoreflectance (FDTR) to create
micron-scale maps of TBC as well as in-plane thermal conductance,
which was used to determine thermal conductivity of graphene,
encased between Ti and SiO2. The TBC was reported to 20e25 MW/
m2-K at RT for one to seven graphene layers, similar to values at Au-
G-SiO2 interface. The effect of oxidation on transport properties at
Ti-G interface has been reported recently by Freedy et al. [42], who
showed TBC decreasedwith increasing oxide composition in a 5 nm
Ti film on SiO2 by varying Ti deposition rate. A similar result was
observed at other metal-nonmetal interfaces [46].

Jiang et al. combined X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
and TDTR and observed enhanced TBC across Al-G-Cu, Cu-G-Cu,
and Pt-G-Cu interfaces through controlled oxidation of graphene
[43]. Huang et al. [25] showed that improving conformity of gra-
phene to underlying metal increased TBC across Al-G-Cu interface
by 35% despite oxidation of underlying Cu layer. The contribution of
electrons across M-G-M interfaces has been the subject of recent
literature. Zhang et al. [44] reported an electronic contribution
while the temperature-dependence of TBC reported by Huang et al.
[26] for Pd-G-Pd seemed to confirm no electronic contribution.
Despite numerous studies, the TBC at suspected physisorbed and
chemisorbed M-G interfaces has never been directly compared.
Here we investigate the effect of physisorption versus chemisorp-
tion on the M-G-M interfaces using TDTR, and also observe the
effect of native oxide layers. The resulting TBC values were in a
similar range as M-G-SiO2 and M-G-M interfaces with little varia-
tion for different metals, which is in contrast with first principle
based studies [31,35]. We find native oxide thicknesses of several
nm which we propose limits TBC by preventing formation of
chemisorbed M-G interface.

2. Experimental methods

2.1. Sample preparation

Graphene transfer was performed using a method similar to
[47,48]. SLG grown on Cu foil using chemical vapor deposition
(CVD) [49] was spin coated (3000 RPM for 60 s) with PMMA (4%
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wt./vol in Toluene) and cured at 180 �C for 1min. Because graphene
grows on both sides of the foil, the bottom of the foil was etched
using 30 s O2 plasma (250W, 50 sccm, 60 mTorr) to remove the
graphene layer. The Cu foil was then etched using ammonium
persulfate (5% wt./vol. in DI water) for 3e6 h, or until Cu was
completely removed. The resulting PMMA-graphene film was
transferred to the surface of the target substrate and allowed to dry
in the ambient. The substrates were then coated with an additional
layer of PMMA in order to relax the wrinkles in the graphene [47].
Following the second PMMA coating, acetone was used to dissolve
the PMMA film leaving only graphene on the surface of the sam-
ples. The samples were then annealed at 250 �C in vacuum (5e10
mTorr) for three hours in an attempt to remove residual PMMA
[50,51] and improve conformity of graphene to the substrate [25].
This procedure was repeated for each sample used in the study.

The samples used in this study will be referred to as SiO2, Ti, Ni,
and Au samples based upon the layer onto which the graphene is
transferred. The following is a brief description of each sample. The
SiO2 sample was created by transferring SLG to 300 nm thermally
grown SiO2 on Si (<100>, r¼ 4-7U-cm). Following graphene
transfer, the SiO2 sample was coated with 100 nm Au (including a
2 nm Ti adhesion layer between Au and SiO2) for TDTR measure-
ments. The Ti, Ni, and Au samples were created by transferring
graphene to 812 nm thick Ti, 230 nm thick Ni, and 515 nm Au films
on Si using electron-beam evaporation (Denton Explorer). Higher
deposition rates of 5 and 3 A/s for Ti and Ni, respectively, were used
in an effort to reduce oxidation during deposition [52,53]. The Ti
and Ni samples were coatedwith 60 nmAu and 20 nm Ti and 60 nm
Au and 20 nm Ni, respectively, without breaking vacuum, while the
Au sample was coated with 80 nm Au, to form the M-G-M interface.
The 60 nmAu-20 nm Ti and 60 nmAu-20 nmNi layers were treated
as composite layers [39] since the TBC at metal-metal (M-M) in-
terfaces has been reported to be an order of magnitude higher than
at M-semiconductor or M-dielectric interfaces [54,55]. Fig. 1 shows
a schematic of the geometry for each of the samples used in this
study. The TBC values reported here are equivalent to the total
thermal conductance of the M-G-SiO2 or M-G-M interfaces.

The transducer used for all samples was Au, which precluded
the use of picosecond acoustics to determine the transducer
thickness since the piezoreflectivity (i.e., the change in reflectance
with strain) of Au is small near a wavelength of 800 nm [45].
Fig. 1. Schematic of sample geometries used in TDTR measurements. (a) Graphene was
transferred to 300 nm thermally grown SiO2 100 nm and Au transducer (with 2 nm Ti
adhesion layer) deposited by e-beam evaporation. Sandwiched graphene structures
with (b) 812 nm Ti, (c) 230 nm Ni, and (d) 515 nm Au deposited by e-beam evaporation.
Top metal layers for (b), (c), and (d) were 71 nm Au-Ti, 77 nm Au-Ni, and 81 nm Au,
respectively. (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
Reference glass slides were co-deposited during each metal depo-
sition in order to determine film thickness and thermal conduc-
tivities of the metallic layers. Profilometry (KLA-Tencor P-15) and
atomic force microscope (AFM) (Veeco Dimension 3100) mea-
surements performed on reference glass slides were used to
determine the height of the thick metal films underneath the gra-
phene interface and the transducer thicknesses (i.e., the metal layer
deposited on top of the graphene). The bottom Ti, Ni, and Au films
were measured to be 812, 230, and 515 nm thick, respectively, and
the Au-Ti, Au-Ni, and Au transducers were 71, 77, and 81 nm thick,
respectively. The thermal conductivity of the metal layers was
determined by measuring the RT electrical conductivity in
conjunctionwith the Wiedemann-Franz law: L0 ¼ k=sT , where k is
thermal conductivity, s is electrical conductivity, T is absolute
temperature, and L0 is the Lorenz number which is equal to 2:44�
10�8 WUK�2 [56]. Electrical conductivity measurements were
performed on reference glass slides using a four-point probe
technique. The metal film thermal conductivities were treated as
constants during data fitting, unless otherwise stated. The resulting
thermal conductivities of the 812 nm Ti, 230 nm Ni, and 515 nm Au
were 6.6, 50, and 200W/m-K, respectively. The thermal conduc-
tivity of the 71 nm Au-Ti and 79 nm Au-Ni composite transducers
weremeasured to be 132 and 131W/m-K, respectively. The thermal
conductivity of the 102 nm Au and 81 nm Au transducers were
measured to be 185 and 200W/m-K, respectively.
2.2. Time-domain thermoreflectance (TDTR)

TDTR is a pump-probe optical technique which uses a modu-
lated laser source (pump) to heat a sample, while an unmodulated
laser source (probe) measures the change in optical reflectivity of
the surface. The output signal is measured using a lock-in amplifier
and the experimental data is fit to a thermal model to extract the
thermal properties of the interest. The TDTR setup used in this
study is a two-color system which we have described in previous
work [57] along with the typical modeling framework [58,59].
Briefly, the output of a Spectra Physics Ti:Sapphire (l¼ 800 nm, 40
nJ/pulse) laser with ~150 fs pulse width and a repetition rate of
~80MHz is split into two beam paths (pump and probe) where the
pump beam is modulated at a frequency of 8.8MHz and the probe
is frequency doubled using a BiBO crystal. The arrival time of the
probe is delayed relative to the pump by adjusting its optical length
using a double-pass mechanical delay stage in order to map the
decay of the thermoreflectance signal. Data fitting was performed
using a Levenberg-Marquardt non-linear least squares regression
[60] with probe delay times from 0.2 to 7 ns. The 1=e2 diameters of
the pump and probe beams, measured using a beam profiler
(DataRay Inc. Beam’R2), were approximately 40 and 16 mm,
respectively, with laser powers of 40e50mWand 7e10mW for the
pump and probe, respectively. The thermal penetration depth, L, in
TDTR measurements is given by,

L ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
D=pf

q
(1)

where D is the thermal diffusivity of the sample and f is the
modulation frequency [61,62]. Therefore, for a given sample a
higher modulation frequency results in lower penetration depth.
Lower penetration depth is ideal for the samples in this study due
to the location of the interfaces of interest.

In our TDTR measurements, the error from the experimental
factors is relatively small compared to the propagation of error
from input parameters in the thermal model. This uncertainty is
dependent upon the ratio of sensitivity of known and unknown
parameters. The sensitivity, Sp, to a parameter, p, in a TDTR



Fig. 2. (a) Sensitivity to thickness of the Au transducer layer (green-dash-dot), dAu,
SiO2 thermal conductivity (black-solid) and thickness (red-dash), kSiO2 and dSiO2,
respectively, and TBC at Au-G-SiO2 interface (blue-dot), TBCAu�G�SiO2, (b) Sensitivity to
various parameters in Ti sample including bottom Ti thermal conductivity (black-
solid), kTi, TBC at Ti-G-Ti interface (blue-dot), TBCTi�G�Ti, bottom Ti thickness (red-
dash), dTi, and Au-Ti transducer thickness (green-dash-dot), dAu�Ti. (A colour version of
this figure can be viewed online.)

Table 1
Summary of TBC values at M-G-SiO2 and M-G-M interfaces. Statistical uncertainty
analysis (MC simulations) was performed to determine upper/lower uncertainty
bounds.

Sample TBC (MW/m2-K) Unc. (MW/m2-K)

Au-G-SiO2 27.7 þ2.9/-2.4
Ti-G-Ti 30.9 þ2.9/-2.7
Ni-G-Ni 28.2 þ6.2/-9.6
Au-G-Au 28.9 þ5.6/-4.5
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measurement is given by Refs. [62,63],

Sp ¼ vlnðVin=VoutÞ
vln p

(2)

where Vin=Vout is the ratio of in-phase and out-of-phase signals of
the lock-in amplifier. A higher absolute value of sensitivity is
desired for accurate data fitting, and we adjust the modulation
frequency to achieve the highest sensitivity to the parameters of
interest. The measurements in this study were performed at a
modulation frequency of 8.8MHz to provide improved sensitivity
to TBC compared to the lower frequencies. We use Monte Carlo
(MC) simulations [57,64,65] to estimate the uncertainty of our
measurements; these have been shown to bemore accurate for low
sensitivity parameters, as is the case for interfaces on SiO2 and Ti
samples in this work. TheMC simulations include uncertainties due
to background noise, error in setting the phase shift of the lock-in
amplifier, noise in the measurement signal, and uncertainty in
the fixed parameters in the model. Values for each of the uncertain
parameters in the model are randomly sampled from a normal
distribution to create a set of N initial guess values, while a series of
N experimental data sets are created within the experimental un-
certainty of the TDTR measurements. The value for N is generally
500e1000. Data fitting is performed on each of the N randomly
generated experimental data sets using a single set of the N initial
guess values to create a distribution of probable values for TBC of
interest. A 90% confidence interval is created by taking the 5th and
95th percentiles as lower and upper bounds, respectively.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Sensitivity analysis

Fig. 2a shows the sensitivity to various parameters in the mea-
surements performed on the SiO2 sample, including thickness of
the Au transducer layer, dAu, SiO2 thermal conductivity, kSiO2, and
TBC at Au-G-SiO2 interface, TBCAu�G�SiO2. The measurements
showed negligible sensitivity to Au transducer thermal conduc-
tivity; however, there was significant sensitivity to the thickness of
the transducer and SiO2 thermal conductivity. The sensitivity toTBC
was low due to the low thermal conductivity of the SiO2 layer. This
will be discussed in more detail in the next paragraph. In addition
to TBC at Ti-G-Ti interface, TBCTi�G�Ti, the measurements on the Ti
sample were found to be sensitive to bottom Ti thermal conduc-
tivity, kTi, bottom Ti thickness, dTi, and Au-Ti transducer thickness,
dAu�Ti. The sensitivity of the model to these parameters is shown in
Fig. 2b. There was negligible sensitivity to the thermal conductivity
of Au-Ti transducer, kAu�Ti. Similar to the SiO2 sample, the sensi-
tivity to TBC at the Ti-G-Ti interface was low compared to Ni and Au
samples due to low thermal conductivity of the bottom Ti layer. The
measurements on the Ni and Au samples showed sensitivity to TBC
at Ni-Si and Au-Si interfaces, GNi�Si and GAu�Si, respectively, as well
as bottom Ni and Au film thickness, dNi and dAu, respectively.
Sensitivity to the thermal conductivity of Au-Ni and Au transducers,
kAu�Ni and kAu, were negligible.

Comparing the Kapitza length [66] (LK ¼ k
TBC) of an interface,

where k is the thermal conductivity of the underlying layer, to
thickness (d) of the underlying layer, the larger value will limit heat
diffusion through the sample resulting in higher sensitivity to the
interface or layer in question. For the 812 nm Ti layer with a thermal
conductivity of 6.6W/m-K, the resulting LK value is 213 nm, using
TBC value from Table 1, much lower than the Ti layer thickness. The
thermal conductivity of the bottom Ni layer was ~7.5 times higher
than the bottom Ti layer, while the thermal conductivity of the
bottomAu layerwas ~30 times higher. The resulting LK values of the
underlying Ni and Au layers were 1.77 and 6.92 mm, respectively. As
a result of the high LK values, the sensitivity to TBC at Ni-G-Ni and
Au-G-Au interfaces was much higher. This is illustrated in Fig. 3
using average TBC values found in this study (Table 1). Fig. 3a
compares sensitivity to TBC at M-G-SiO2 and M-G-M interfaces as a
function of delay time. The sensitivity to Au-G-Au interface across
this range was higher than M-G-SiO2 and other M-G-M interfaces
as a result of higher LK. Fig. 3b shows a comparison of sensitivity to
TBC at these interfaces for TBC values ranging from 10 to 100 MW/
m2-K at a delay time of 200 ps. We found that it was necessary to fit
for thermal conductivity of underlying layer in SiO2 and Ti samples
due to low sensitivity to TBC while these parameters could be held
constant in Ni and Au samples.

3.2. Au-graphene-SiO2

The optical microscope image in Fig. 4a shows a 1� 1 mm2 area
of SiO2 coated with graphene. The atomic force microscope image
in Fig. 4b shows a typical 1� 1 mm2 area on the surface of the SiO2
sample. There are inherent wrinkles on the graphene surface
resulting from the transfer process [48]. We use Raman (Renishaw
InVia) and X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Thermo Sci-
entific K-Alphaþ) to verify the presence of SLG on the surface of the



Fig. 3. Comparison of sensitivity of TBC at Au-G-SiO2 (black-solid), Ti-G-Ti (red-dash),
Ni-G-Ni (blue-dot), and Au-G-Au (green-dash-dot) interfaces (a) as a function of delay
time and (b) for different TBC values at a delay time of 200 ps.
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sample. Fig. 4c shows the resulting Raman spectrumwith G peak at
~1591 cm�1 and 2D peak ~2678 cm�1 and intensity ratio I(2D)/
I(G)z 3.1 which is typical of SLG [67]. The D peak at ~1344 cm�1

(I(D)/I(G)z 0.15) is indicative of disorder/defects in the graphene
layer (pristine graphene would have no D peak) which often arise
near the sample edge or grain boundaries in graphite or graphene
with small crystallite size [68]. The D peak could also arise due to
the presence of sp3 amorphous carbon [69]. To quantify the
Fig. 4. (a) Optical microscope image of graphene on the surface of 300 nm SiO2. Image show
1� 1 mm2 surface of graphene on SiO2. (c) Raman spectrum for graphene on 300 nm SiO2 wit
peak (I(2D)/I(G)z 3.1) indicates this is SLG, while the D peak at ~1344 cm�1 (I(D)/I(G)z 0.1
XPS spectrum shows the different types of bonding in the graphene layer. (A colour versio
disorder in the graphene, we use the relation of Cancado et al. [70]
to estimate the distance between defects and defect density of our
samples to bee31 nm and z3.4� 1010 cm�2 for an excitation laser
wavelength of 532 nm. The large D peak in the graphene samples is
higher than some previous studies but comparable to previous
TDTR studies on transferred CVD-grown graphene [38]. However,
the goal of this study is to compare TBC for different metal-
graphene interfaces which we are still able to do since the gra-
phene quality is constant across all samples. Fig. 4d shows the
deconvolution of the C1s XPS spectrum with labeled peaks indi-
cating the different types of bonding present in our graphene
sample.

The TBC of the SiO2 sample was measured in areas with and
without graphene for comparison. Both TBC and SiO2 thermal
conductivity were used as fitting variables. The resulting SiO2
thermal conductivity (1.14W/m-K) was near the bulk value [71].
The average TBC values were 84.9 and 27.7 MW/m2-K for the Au-
SiO2 and Au-G-SiO2 interfaces, respectively, which are in agreement
with previously reported values [24,40]. The MC method described
earlier and discussed in detail in Ref. [57] was used to obtain a
better estimate of the lower uncertainty bound compared with
analytical expressions [59]. A histogram showing the distribution of
TBC values at the Au-G-SiO2 interface and a convergence plot
showing the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentiles from a typical MC
simulation are shown in Fig. 5a and b, respectively. The reported
TBC values at the Au-SiO2 and Au-G-SiO2 interfaces, 84.7 and 27.7
MW/m2-K, respectively, are the average of the 50th percentiles from
each MC simulation. The upper and lower uncertainty bounds, the
average of the 95th and 5th percentiles, respectively, were þ2.9/-
2.4 MW/m2-K for the Au-G-SiO2 interface.
3.3. Metal-graphene-metal

The TBC at M-G-M interfaces were in a similar range as the SiO2
sample. The thermal conductivity of the underlying Ti layer was
s graphene covering an area of 1� 1 mm2. (b) Atomic force microscope images showing
h G peak at ~1591 cm�1 and 2D peak at ~2678 cm�1. The relative intensity of the 2D to G
5) is related to disorder/defects in the graphene layer. (d) The deconvolution of the C1s
n of this figure can be viewed online.)



Fig. 5. Results of a typical Monte Carlo simulations for measurements performed on
the SiO2 sample. (a) A histogram showing the distribution of TBC values at Au-G-SiO2

interface. (b) Convergence plot showing the 5th, 50th, and 95th percentile. The 50th

percentile is taken as the TBC value, while the 95th and 5th percentiles represent the
upper and lower uncertainty bound, respectively. (A colour version of this figure can be
viewed online.)

Fig. 6. (a) Comparison of typical data fits for Ti sample. (b) Ti2p XPS spectrum with
peaks labeled corresponding to TiO2 (A and a) and the suboxides Ti2O3 (B and b), TiO (C
and c), and Ti (D and d). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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used as a fitting parameter along with TBC at Ti-Ti and Ti-G-Ti in-
terfaces. The resulting data fits are shown in Fig. 6a. The Ti thermal
conductivity from TDTR was approximately 9.6W/m-K, slightly
higher than our value of 6.6W/m-K using the Wiedemann-Franz
law which measures the electronic contribution to thermal con-
ductivity. An increased lattice contribution caused by metal
oxidation may be the source of the difference in thermal conduc-
tivity observed using TDTR [56]. In addition, the Lorenz number, L0,
may differ from the theoretical value (2:44� 10�8 WUK�2) for
various metals [72] where higher Lorenz numbers can arise from
increased lattice contribution. Using the k (9.6W/m-K) value from
TDTR and measurement of s (9:18� 105 S=m) from the four-point
probe technique to calculate Lorenz number results in a L0 value of
3:54� 10�8 WUK�2. Average TBC values at Ti-Ti and Ti-G-Ti in-
terfaces were 96.1 and 30.9MW/m2-K, respectively. The TBC at Ti-Ti
interface was an order of magnitude lower than expected for aM-M
interface [54,55], which is attributed to oxidation in the Ti layer
confirmed using XPS. The effect is analogous to decreased TBC
observed at Al-Si interface in the presence of a native oxide layer
[73]. The Ti2p XPS spectrum shown in Fig. 6b was used to deter-
mine the thickness of the oxide layer following the method of
McCafferty and Wightman [74] where the oxide film was modeled
as a mixture of TiO2 and the suboxides Ti2O3 and TiO. The ineleastic
electron mean free paths were calculated from the NIST Electron
Inelastic Mean Free Path Database [75] using the predictive formula
of Gries [76] with densities of 4.5, 4.23, 4.49, and 4.95 g/cm3 for Ti,
TiO2, Ti2O3, and TiO, respectively. The total oxide thickness was
found to bee2.8 nm with the contribution of each suboxide being
1.3, 1.1, and 0.44 nm for TiO2, Ti2O3, and TiO, respectively. Since
graphene forms a chemisorbed interface with Ti, it is possible that
the TBC would be higher if Ti oxidation can be prevented in the
samples.

The TBC of the Ni-Ni interface was an order of magnitude larger
than Ni-G-Ni interface (315 versus 28.2 MW/m2-K), a larger dif-
ference than observed for Ti samples. The resulting data fits for
measurements on Ni sample are shown in Fig. 7a. The TBC at Ni-Ni
interface was more than three times the TBC at the Ti-Ti interface.
Similar to the Ti case, oxidation of Ni layer likely led to lower TBC
value at Ni-Ni interface. The Ni2p XPS spectrum is presented in
Fig. 7b with main peaks corresponding to Ni, NiO, and Ni(OH)2 [77].
However, unlike Ti, it was not explicitly stated whether the native
oxide layer formed on the Ni surface can be treated as a multilayer
stack with contributions from each oxidation state. The thickness of
the mixed oxide/hydroxide film on the Ni sample, with contribu-
tions from NiO and Ni(OH)2, was 2.5 nm estimated using the
method of Strohmeier [78e80] of. The sensitivity to TBC at Au-Au
interface was extremely low due to the high TBC value at this
interface. Gundrum et al. [54] reported TBC at Al-Cu interface to be
4 GW/m2-K at RT; we expect TBC at Au-Au interface is much higher
than this value since Au does not oxidize.Wilson et al. [55] reported
TBC of 14 GW/m2-K at Pd/Ir interface. We believe TBC at this
interface is too high to resolve in the current sample configuration,
but estimate its value to be> 10 GW/m2-K based on MC results. The
average TBC value at Au-G-Au interface was 28.9 MW/m2-K. Fig. 7c
shows a typical data fit for the Au sample used in this study. A
comparison of average TBC values for samples in this study are
shown in Fig. 7d and the results are listed in Table 1. The error bars
shown in Fig. 7d and the uncertainty values listed in Table 1 were
obtained using MC simulations. The two values listed in the un-
certainty column, corresponding to the lower and upper uncer-
tainty bounds, are taken as 5th percentile and 95th percentile,
respectively.

The TBC results at M-G-M interfaces presented here were found
to be in similar range as previously reported M-G-SiO2 [24,38e42],
and M-G-M interfaces [25,26,43,44]. The total native oxide layer
thickness estimated from the XPS spectra of Ti and Ni samples was
2.8 and 2.5 nm, respectively. Assuming the thermal conductivity of
the oxide layers to be 1W/m-K, this corresponds to a thermal
conductance of 357 and 400MW/m2-K for Ti and Ni samples, much
higher than measured TBC value at Ti-G-Ti and Ni-G-Ni interfaces,
both of which contribute to the total interfacial thermal conduc-
tance [81]. Freedy et al. [42] showed increased TBC with decreased
oxide concentration for a 5 nm Ti layer for graphene on SiO2 at the
M-G-SiO2 interface showing that Ti oxidation, as opposed to



Fig. 7. Typical data fit for (a) Ni and (c) Au samples used in this study. (b) Ni2p XPS spectrumwith main peaks associated with Ni, NiO, and Ni(OH)2. (d) Comparison of TBC values at
graphene interfaces (e.g. Au-G-SiO2, Ti-G-Ti) for all samples used in this study (also listed in Table 1). (A colour version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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graphene surface reactivity [40], is the limiting factor. A similar
observation was made at Au-Al2O3 and Au-MgO interfaces [46]
showing the effect of Ti oxidation on TBC. These studies focused on
Ti because of its use as an adhesion layer for metal contacts. Our
observations are in agreement with these studies and further
broaden the notion of reduction in TBC due to oxidation to other
metals as we compare the effect of different metals on TBC such as
Ni in addition Ti. Further, the difference in metal and metal oxide
Debye temperatures (Ti¼ 420 K [82], TiO2¼ 750 K [83], Ni¼ 495 K
[84], NiO¼ 630 K [85]) suggests the chemical interaction plays a
major role in the thermal transport at the M-G interface. The
chemisorbed interface between graphene and metal may not be
formed due to the thin native oxide layer in bottom Ti and Ni layer
in our samples which could explainwhy high TBCwas not observed
as predicted by previous computational studies [31,35] even
though conductance of oxide layer itself is much greater than the
interfacial conductance (TBC).

In addition, the C1s XPS spectra for graphene on Ti and Ni
showed no carbide formation at bottom interface which can also
affect interfacial properties [86e88]. Gengler et al. [37] reported a
decrease in TBC with increased titanium carbide concentration, but
the absence of carbide formation in our samples leaves oxidation as
the likely hindrance of M-G interaction at bottom interface. Further
investigation is required to develop method which can reduce
oxidation in Ti and Ni layers, such as selective etching of surface
oxide layer or ultra-high vacuum metal deposition [46,89], and
determine whether such reduction in oxidation will lead to sig-
nificant enhancement in TBC. However, this explanation is not
sufficient to show why Au sample had similar TBC indicating that
the bonding interactions are not the only important consideration
for dictating TBC in our samples since the physisorbed sample (Au)
was slightly higher than one chemisorbed sample (Ni) but lower
than the other (Ti). For example, interface topology has a major
effect on M-G TBC [25]. Different deposition methods (e.g., evapo-
ration, sputtering) and deposition conditions (e.g., rate, pressure)
can affect the surface roughness of metal films and thus the to-
pology of the M-G interface. The chemisorbed M-G interface is
expected to change electronic configuration [19e21] as well as
phonon dispersion [27e31] of graphene. Huang et al. [26] showed
that thermal transport at Pd-G-Pd interfaces was due to phonons
with no significant electronic contribution, which could also
explain why no TBC enhancement was observed. Interestingly, the
insertion of a single monolayer of graphene significantly reduces
the TBC at Au-Au interface by more than two orders of magnitude.
From this we can conclude the electronic contribution to TBC at M-
M interfaces is negated by the presence of the graphene.
4. Conclusions

We have presented TBC measurements for Ti-G-Ti, Ni-G-Ni, and
Au-G-Au interfaces using TDTR which represent chemisorbed (Ti,
Ni) and physisorbed (Au) interfaces based on how these metals
interact with graphene. The TBC at these interfaces were similar to
previously reported TBC at M-G-SiO2 and M-G-M interfaces.
Oxidation of the bottom Ti (2.8 nm) and Ni layers (2.5 nm) was
confirmed using XPS and led to decreased TBC at Ti-G-Ti and Ni-G-
Ni interfaces by preventing the formation of chemisorbed interface
between graphene andmetal. Reducing the oxidation of the bottom
Ti and Ni layers should lead to enhanced TBC, a necessary consid-
eration for fabrication of future graphene devices. The results of
this study also show insertion of one monolayer of graphene can
significantly reduce thermal transport at metal-metal interface
with no oxidation (e.g., Au-Au).
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